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Abstract: The intent of this research is to have discussions about the transient behavior
of a multi-server redundant machining system with a generalized Triadic control policy.
Furthermore, the system facilitates a multiple working vacation policy for servers. The
relevant rates of the associated birth-death process are chosen in order to frame the
differential-difference equations for the system. Using the fourth order Runge-Kutta
technique, time-dependent probabilities of the states are derived. Some performance
metrics of system such as the average number of failed machines, average waiting time
of failed machines, and reliability function are established using the states probabilities.
Graphical and tabular representations demonstrate the behavior of these metrics with
respect to a variety of system characteristics. Statistical hypothesis testing has been
employed to compare the outcomes presented in tabular format. Beside these, numerical
findings of the Runge-Kutta method are compared to those delivered by an adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Oftentimes, when we go through the machining systems, we sometimes see the
server(s) sitting idle amid the absence of failed machines, or the failed machines
queueing up for service owing to the non-availability of the server. Both of the
aforementioned circumstances impede the economic viability of the machining sys-
tem. By properly utilizing the accessible resources, the system economics can be
enhanced. One strategy for sustaining the aforementioned goals requires control-
ling the active servers based on the size of the queue formed by the failed machines.
Within the domain of modelling the machining systems by queueing models, sev-
eral policies have been proposed to control the service mechanism. Yadin and
Naor [1] devised one of aforesaid kind of policies, which they termed as the con-
trol N policy. As per the N -policy, the service is commenced by server only when
N(≥ 1) failed machines have accrued in the system, ceases the service when system
becomes empty, and remains inactive until N failed machines have again aggre-
gated.Recently, Chahal and Kumar[2] conducted an in-depth review and analysis
of queueing modeling in machine repair problems, specifically focusing on control
policies. Furthermore, the authors have provided mathematical formulations for
queueing models of machining systems that incorporate various control policies.
Bell [3] examined a service control policy for optimizing the two-server queueing
model wherein the count of active servers can be governed by a threshold level. In
order to control the service, Rhee and Sivazlian [4], for the first time introduced
the triadic(0,K,N,M) control policy for the two-server queueing system with re-
movable service stations. The triadic(0,K,N,M) control policy states that when
the system boots up, the two-servers remain in a dormant state as long as the
specified thresholds for the count of failed machines is achieved. Once the sum
of failed machines equals the preset threshold value N , either of the two dormant
servers will immediately be activated. Subsequently, whenever the count of failed
machines meets another threshold M(N < M), the other inactive server also gets
activated. While two servers have become functional concurrently, if the count of
failed machines drops to Q(3 ≤ Q < N), then the server that winds up service at
that moment will be deactivated. Later, when the count of failed machines be-
comes zero the remaining server shifts to dormant mode. Until the prior specified
thresholds are yet again acquired, both the servers remain dormant. Wang and
Chang [5] studied a reliability statistics for a redundant two-server system.

Huang et al.[6] investigated a finite capacity two-server queueing system that
controls the arrivals and the services while servers operates under triadic policy.
The authors used genetic algorithm for obtaining the optimal value of arrival and
service parameters. Liou et al.[7] evaluated the controlled two-server machine re-
pair model functioning in accordance with the triadic (0,Q, N,M) strategy. Using
a genetic algorithm, they developed a total expected cost function and determined
the optimal operating (0,Q, N,M) policy and the service rate for minimum pos-
sible cost. Laxmi and Goswami et al.[8] studied a controllable machining system
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with removable servers functioning under a triadic strategy. Ketema et al.[9] ana-
lyzed triadic (0, Q,N,M) policy for a machining system by incorporating multiple
working vacation policy for servers. Utilizing a grid search technique, they op-
timized the service rate during working vacation and appropriate the thresholds
(0, Q,N,M) for reducing the predicted total cost. After reviewing the published
literature on triadic policy for M/M/2 queueing models of machine repair systems,
we have found that no generalized work have been done so far on triadic policy. We,
in this paper, thus have generalized the triadic policy for multiple servers. In the
operating systems, a machine failure always impair the capacity of the system and
hinders its proper functioning. This contributes to the productivity loss as well as
the system’s unreliability. Supplying the system with additional backup machines,
commonly referred to as standby support, offers a certain degree of improvement in
the system efficiency. Enhancing system redundancy is a substantiated approach
to boost the system availability and reliability. Whenever an active component
machine fails, standby redundancy, which is comprised of inactive redundant com-
ponents, is activated, thus enabling it to function as the substitution of the failed
active component. Frameworks for queuing models that accommodate standbys
have widespread applications that include computer networks, production system,
and communication networks amongst many other systems. Redundant machin-
ing components can be classified as hot, cold, or warm. A hot standby fails at
the same rate as an operating one whereas a warm standby fails at a lower rate
than an operating one. Additionally, cold standbys are guaranteed to never fail
and thus have failure rate of zero.

The terminology ”redundant system” encompasses a sort of machining system
that is furnished with provisions for standbys. Taylor and Jackson [10] pioneered
the work in modelling the queueing systems with redundant machine repair. Gross
et al. [11] studied the redundant machine repair system with the provision of stand-
bys. Wang [12] performed the cost analysis of multi-server machining queueing
system with mixed standbys. He also evaluated several system characteristics un-
der the optimal operating conditions. Kolledath et al. [13] conducted a review of
the research that has been done within the scope of queuing models with standby
support. Gao and Wang [14] examined the mixed standby queueing system with an
unreliable repair facility. They obtained the steady-state results for the availability
of machining system and repair facility.Further, they also performed some numer-
ical analysis to determine the effects of system parameters on reliability function,
steady-state availability and MTTF. Kumar et al.[15] studied a queueing model
incorporating threshold recovery policy for machining system with mixed stand-
bys.

In real-world machining environments, it can be seen that the service facility
is terminated as soon as it becomes empty, opting not to wait for broken machines
for a prolonged duration. For the optimum use of a server, it either fully departs
the service facility to take a vacation or remains in the service facility undertaking
secondary tasks despite of providing principal repair services at reduced rates. The
subsequent condition also persists for working vacation. The server resumes nor-
mal functioning only once a predefined count of failed machines are accumulated in
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the service facility. When the server returns from a vacation and finds that there
is no failed machine accumulated for service, then he may either join the service
facility or may take another vacation and it is termed as multiple vacation policy.
Levy and Yechiali [16] were the initial researchers to publish the work on queueing
models with service vacations. Chandrasekaran et al.[17] conducted in-depth re-
view studies within the context of queueing systems with working vacations. Yang
and Tsao [18] studied a reliability-based metrics of redundant repairable systems
with retrials and working vacations.Bouchentouf and Yahiaouf[19] conducted a
study on the single server queueing model with impatient consumers and a feed-
back policy, that focuses on multiple working vacations. The authors have derived
concrete formulas for different performance indicators by utilizing probability gen-
erating functions. Recently Jain et al.[20] examined a retrial queue characterized
by working vacations and impatient customers. They designed the cost function
and optimized it by employing quasi-Newton method (QNM) and a genetic algo-
rithm (GA). Gupta et al.[21] studied a two-server queuing system with working
vacations and impatient customers. Zaid et al.[22] analyzed a multi-server queue-
ing model with impatient consumers and variant working vacations interrupted by
a Bernoulli schedule vacation. The authors determined the system’s steady-state
probabilities using the matrix-geometric method. Furthermore, the authors con-
ducted a cost analysis for the system using a direct search approach.

For providing a numerical insight to the queueing modelling, the soft computing
technique Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System(ANFIS) have been effectively
employed in communications networks, electronic components, automotive compo-
nents with automatic transmissions, financial engineering, and many more. The
ANFIS approach, characterized by a blend of neural networks and fuzzy logic,
proves to be extremely useful for creating a fuzzy prediction model for a system
that correlates the input data. Different sectors of the manufacturing industry
are also benefited from this hybrid soft computing method, ANFIS. Lin and Liu
[23] addressed the adaptive neuro-fuzzy in machine inference for estimating CMP
machining system. Kumar and Jain [24] performed a numerical simulation of the
N− policy model for a multi-server machining system by incorporating redun-
dancy, working vacations and contrasted the results taken by the SOR approach
with those generated by the ANFIS technique. Jain and Meena [25] employed the
ANFIS technique for the investigation of threshold recovery policy for a redundant
machine repair model featuring two unreliable heterogeneous servers to estimate
key performance indicators and contrasted them to the findings acquired through
Runge-Kutta method. The study by Sethi et al. [26] integrated the impatient
behavior of customers and a threshold recovery policy and then employed the AN-
FIS method to analyse the numerical results. Ahuja and Jain [27] undertook a
transient examination of a single-server queueing system characterised by server
unreliability, multiple-stage service, and working vacation. Outcomes from the
ANFIS and the Runge-Kutta technique are also compared.

It is worthwhile to mention that as far as we are aware, no such service con-
trol strategy has been documented in the literature of queueing modelling for
M/M/R system (here,R¿2), which administers the number of active servers in a
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service facility by specifying predetermined thresholds for server activation as well
as server deactivation. After reviewing the published literature on triadic policy
for M/M/2 queueing models of machine repair systems, we have found that no
generalized work have been done so far on triadic policy. We, in this paper, thus
have generalized the triadic policy for multiple servers. Furthermore, there are a
limited number of papers available in the literatures that have conducted transient
study for queueing models incorporating triadic policy. We have conducted a tran-
sient study for multi-server queueing models incorporating the generalized triadic
policy. In addition, we have included some useful features such as redundancy and
multiple vacation policy. The authors would propose that incorporating a gener-
alized triadic policy into the queueing model of the multi-server machining system
would result in more efficient utilization of available resources. The generalized
triadic policy aims to control and maintain a balance between the number of busy
servers and the number of failed machines in the system while dealing with multi-
server system. This approach is highly beneficial in preventing congestion, which
occurs when the number of failed machines increases due to a limited number of
active servers in the system. It also addresses the issue of servers remaining idle
for extended periods due to an empty system or a less number of failed machines
available in the system. The remaining portion of this article is structured in
the following manner: Section 2 provides a comprehensive explanation about the
model and its justification in regard to the physical world. Section 3 constitutes
a mathematical analysis of the model. Here, we establish the reliability function
and the average number of failed machines in the system. We conduct numerical
simulation in Section 4. We compare the Runge-Kutta’s results with those of the
hybrid soft computing technique as ANFIS in section 5. The outcomes and man-
agerial inference are presented in section 6. The study concludes with a discussion
of potential future developments in section 7.

2. MODEL SPECIFICATION

2.1. Formulation of the model

We examine a redundant machining system having a total of L(= M +S +C)
machines of which M machines are identical operating machines, S machines are
warm standbys, C machines are cold standbys, and R servers. The system is
deemed to be short if it has less than M operating machines. All R servers are in
a passive mode at the outset when there are no failed machines accumulated in the
system’s service facility. Whenever the count of failed machines accumulated in the
service facility attains a threshold level Ni(1 ≤ i ≤ R) (such that Ni < Ni+1, ; 1 ≤
i ≤ R), one of the R− i+1 inactive servers switches into active mode. In a similar
manner, when the count of failed machines falls to Qi(1 ≤ i ≤ R − 1) (such that
N1 > Qi > Qi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ R − 1), then that one particular server among all the
active servers that has just completed service becomes inactive. Furthermore, if
the count of failed machines drops to zero then the last operational server also
gets deactivated. We refer to this method of regulating service as generalized
triadic policy for machine repair models. All the servers gets switched into working
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vacation mode once the system has become entirely empty. If the count of failed
machines is N1 or higher at an end of a working vacation, then one of the R servers
is activated and the system shifts to regular busy period and then starts operating
under generalized triadic policy; otherwise, they take another working vacation and
continue to do so until the number of failed machines in the system is N1 or greater
at the end of a vacation period. The service times of R servers are considered to
abide by exponential distributions with service rates µ and ϑ (< µ) during regular
busy periods and working vacation respectively. There exists an endless number of
possible combinations for the generalized triadic policy’s predetermined thresholds.
In the present work, we provide an algorithm to determine acceptable threshold
values which is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Generalized Triadic policy threshold assignment algorithm

Algorithm to assign threshold values for Generalized Triadic policy

1. Set (Q1, τ, γ ∈ N) such that τ ≥ γ ≥ 3 ; Q1 − iγ ≥ 1 for i = R− 1 ; Q1 + iτ ≤ L− 2 for i = R
2. Estimate the values of other threshold using the recursive relation given below
� Qi = Q1 − (i− 1)γ ; 2 ≤ i ≤ R− 1
� Ni = Q1 + iτ ; 1 ≤ i ≤ R
3. For example: If we consider number of servers, R = 3, L = 25 and assign, Q1 = 9, τ = 4, γ = 3

� Then the first server among 3 inactive servers will become active when number of failed
machines acquire threshold N1 = 13. Further when number of failed machines rises to
N2 = 17, one server among 2 inactive server will become active. When the count of
failed machines rises to N3 = 21, the remaining inactive server will be activated.

� While the system continues to function in regular busy period and the count of failed
machines declines to Q1 = 9, one server among the active servers will be deactivated.
If the number of failed machines will further drops to Q2 = 6, one more server will be
deactivated. In case the system turns into empty, the remaining active server will be
shifted to inactive mode and system will drift to the working vacation mode unless the
pre-specified thresholds are attained.

Mathematically the model is formulated around the following presumptions:

� Operating machines, warm standbys, and cold standbys are susceptible to
failure according to exponential distribution with parameters λ, α, and zero
respectively. Each working machine and accessible standby (warm or cold)
machine fails individually, irrespective of the status of all other machines.

� Each time an operating machine undergoes failure, it is supplanted with a
warm standby provided any will be accessible, while if the warm standby
fails, a cold standby machine substitutes it. A warm standby acquires the
failure characteristics of an operating machine when it transitions into an
operating state, and likewise for a cold standby when it transitions into a
warm standby state. The transition from warm standby to operating mode
and from cold standby to warm standby occurs instantaneously.
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� When any machine gets fail, it is transferred to a service facility, wherein the
machines are repaired in the sequence of their failure. Each of the R homoge-
neous servers provides repair service to failed machines under a generalized
triadic control policy at an exponentially distributed service rate µ. Only
one of the R servers will offer repair services to failed machines through-
out the working vacation time at an exponentially distributed service rate
ϑ (ϑ < µ).

� Each server can only serve a single machine at one time. When a machine
that has failed arrives at the service facility and finds all the servers busy in
rendering the service then it must enter the system queue until one becomes
available.

� After undergoing servicing, a failed machine is same as a new one and enters
cold standby mode, unless there are fewer than M machines in operating
mode at that instance the repaired machine is moved into operating mode.

� Each server enters working vacation mode when he discovers that no failed
machines have queued up for repair. The server’s working vacation time is
dispersed separately and evenly at the exponential rate ϱ.

2.2. Practicable implementations of the model

The machine repair model proposed in this paper can be installed on a mate-
rial handling system assembly line as further described. As far as technological
advancement is concerned, we can see that now-a-days robots are frequently used
in material handling (MH) because of their inherent capacity to move heavy or
bulky things. In the manufacturing world, robotic material handling is a stan-
dard practice. Robotic arms used for material handling transfer items on and off
a conveyor belt or hold items in position during assembly. Throughout a wide
variety of applications in industries, robotic material handling systems are in a
high demand because of their productivity increments and consistencies. Let us
consider a manufacturing system line for the material handling which consists of
M identically operating robotic arms and S robotic arms as warm standby and C
robotic arms as cold standby. The operating robotic arms can fail while transfer-
ring bulky items from one region of the structure to another. The failed robotic
arm is promptly swapped by the available standby. The failed robotic arm is
transferred to the service facility, where R skilled technicians (servers) are avail-
able to repair failed robotic arms. The queue length for failed robotic arms is in
synchrony with the count of active servers at the service center i.e. the activation
of dormant server is dependent on the number of failed robotic arms in the system.
The entire service mechanism is governed by activation and deactivation of servers
that have predefined threshold levels. All the R servers are initially disabled until
N1 failed robots accumulate in the system and one server gets activated to initiate
the repair process. Moreover one among dormant R− i+1 servers becomes active
when failed robotic machines facility queue size reaches a pre-set threshold value
Ni(1 ≤ i ≤ R). When the queue size drops to Qi(1 ≤ i ≤ R−1) one server among
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the active servers becomes inactive. When the number of defective robotic arms
reaches zero, the single server is likewise disabled and all servers enter working
vacation configuration. In this configuration, servers undertake secondary tasks.
If the queue size exceeds the threshold amount N1 at the completion of working
vacation, one of the R server becomes active. If not, they continue to take working
vacations until the queue size is equal to N1 or higher. Here the triadic policy is
generalized for multi-server queueing models of machining systems.

The proposed model can be potentially applied in some more multi-server ma-
chining systems as Inventory systems, Production system, computer networks,
Telecommunication, among many more to simulate the real-time service control
mechanism in efficient manner.

3. SYSTEM GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Now, we define each of the states for the redundant machine repair model
outlined as a pair {Ψ(t),Λ(t)} . Here Λ(t) indicates the count of failed machines
at time t, whereas Ψ(t) depicts the status of the service facility at time t.

Ψ(t) =

{
0, when the system is in working vacation mode

i, when the system is in regular busy mode with i active servers

For each of the states of a repairable machining system, we define the system gov-
erning transient-state probabilities as:

P0,n(t) ≡ The probability of the system being in working vacation mode with
n failed at time t machines, where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., L.

Pi,n(t) ≡ The probability of the system being in the regular busy period mode
with i active servers and n failed machines at time t, where i = 1, 2,
3, ..., R − 1. Here for i = 1,,n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N2 − 1 and for i = 2,
3, ..., R− 1, n = QR−i+1 + 1, QR−i+1 + 2, ..., Ni+ 1− 2, Ni+1 − 1.

PR,n(t) ≡ The probability of the system being in the regular busy period mode
with at time t, R active servers and n failed machines, where
n = Q1 + 1, Q1 + 2, ..., L− 1, L.

The state dependent failure rate λn is defined as:

λn =


Mλ+ Sα 1 ≤ n < C

Mλ+ (C + S − n)α C ≤ n < C + S

(L− n)λ C + S ≤ n < L

0 otherwise

(1)
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When t = 0, the following initial condition is assumed:

Pj,n(t) =

{
1 ; j = 0

0 ; otherwise
(2)

3.1. Differential-difference equations for the Model

We structure the difference-differential equation for each of the system’s state
at time t utilizing outflow with negative sign and the inflow with positive sign for
each state. Figure 1 present the state-transition diagram for redundant machining
system with generalized Triadic control policy for R = 3.

For i=0, when the system is in working vacation mode

d

dt
P0,0(t) = −λ0P0,0(t) + ϑP0,1(t) + µP1,1(t) , (3)

d

dt
P0,n(t) = − [λn + ϑ]P0,n(t) + ϑP0,n+1(t) + λn−1P0,n−1(t) ;

1 ≤ n ≤ N1 − 1 , (4)

d

dt
P0,n(t) = − [λn + ϑ+ ϱ]P0,n(t) + ϑP0,n+1(t) + λn−1P0,n−1(t) ;

N1 ≤ n ≤ L− 1 , (5)

d

dt
P0,L(t) = − [ϑ+ ϱ]P0,L + λL−1P0,L−1(t) , (6)

For i=1, the system is in regular busy mode with one active server

d

dt
P1,1(t) = − [µ+ λ1]P1,1(t) + µP1,2(t) , (7)

d

dt
P1,n(t) = − [λn + µ]P1,n(t) + µP1,n+1(t) + λn−1P1,n−1(t) ,

2 ≤ n ≤ QR−1 − 1 , (8)

d

dt
P1,QR−1

(t) = −
[
λQR−1

+ µ
]
P1,QR−1

(t) + µP1,QR−1+1(t)

+ λQR−1−1P1,QR−1−1(t) + 2µP2,QR−1+1(t) , (9)

d

dt
P1,n(t) = − [λn + µ]P1,n(t) + µP1,n+1(t) + λn−1P1,n−1(t) ,

QR−1 + 1 ≤ n ≤ N1 − 1 , (10)

d

dt
P1,n(t) = − [λn + µ]P1,n(t) + µP1,n+1(t) + λn−1P1,n−1(t) + ϱP0,n(t) ,

N1 ≤ n ≤ N2 − 2 , (11)

d

dt
P1,N2−1(t) = − [λN2−1 + µ]P1,N2−1(t) + λN2−2P1,N2−2(t)

+ ϱP0,N2−1(t) , (12)
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For 2 ≤ n ≤ R− 1, the system is in regular busy mode with two active servers

d

dt
Pi,QR−i+1+1(t) = −

[
λQR−i+1+1 + iµ

]
Pi,QR−i+1+1(t) + iµPi,QR−i+1+2(t) ,

(13)

d

dt
Pi,n(t) = − [λn + iµ]Pi,n(t) + iµPi,n+1(t) + λn−1Pi,n−1(t) ,

QR−i+1 + 2 ≤ n ≤ QR−i − 1 , (14)

d

dt
Pi,QR−i

(t) = −
[
λQR−i

+ iµ
]
Pi,QR−i

(t) + iµPi,QR−i+1(t)

+ λQR−i−1Pi,QR−i−1(t) + (i+ 1)µPi+1,QR−i+1(t) , (15)

d

dt
Pi,n(t) = − [λn + iµ]Pi,n(t) + iµPi,n+1(t) + λn−1Pi,n−1(t) ,

QR−i + 1 ≤ n ≤ Ni − 1 , (16)

d

dt
Pi,Ni

(t) = − [λNi
+ iµ]Pi,Ni

(t) + iµPi,Ni+1(t) + λNi−1Pi,Ni−1(t)

+ λNi−1Pi−1,Ni−1(t) + ϱP0,Ni
(t) , (17)

d

dt
Pi,n(t) = − [λn + iµ]Pi,n(t) + iµPi,n+1(t) + λn−1Pi,n−1(t) + ϱP0,n(t) ,

Ni + 1 ≤ n ≤ Ni+1 − 2 , (18)

d

dt
Pi,Ni+1−1(t) = −

[
λNi+1−1(t) + iµ

]
Pi,Ni+1−1(t) + λNi+1−2Pi,Ni+1−2(t)

+ ϱP0,Ni+1−1(t) , (19)
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Figure 1: State transition diagram of machine repair problem with working vaca-
tion policy under triadic control policy generalized for 3−server model
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For i=R, the system is in regular busy mode with R active servers

d

dt
PR,Q1+1(t) = − [λQ1+1 +Rµ]PR,Q1+1(t) +RµPR,Q1+2(t) , (20)

d

dt
PR,n(t) = − [λn +Rµ]PR,n(t) +RµPR,n+1(t) + λn−1PR,n−1(t) ,

Q1 + 2 ≤ n ≤ NR − 1 , (21)

d

dt
PR,NR

(t) = − [λNR
+Rµ]PR,NR

(t) +RµPR,NR+1(t)

+ λNR−1PR,NR−1(t) + λNR−1PR−1,NR−1(t) + ϱP0,NR
(t) ,

(22)

d

dt
PR,n(t) = − [λn +Rµ]PR,n(t) +RµPR,n+1(t) + λn−1PR,n−1(t)

+ ϱP0,n(t) ; NR + 1 ≤ n ≤ L− 1 , (23)

d

dt
PR,L(t) = −RµPR,L(t) + λL−1PR,L−1(t) + ϱP0,L(t) , (24)

The Runge-Kutta technique is utilized to compute the numerical solutions for the
above system of equations governing transient-state behavior. In the forthcoming
section, with the use of transient state probabilities, we present the expressions
for system’s queueing metrics and system’s reliability function.

3.2. Reliability function and Queueing Indices

In the present section, with the use of transient-state probabilities, we establish
the following expressions for critical key metrics including the system reliability
function, the average number of failed machines and the average waiting time of
failed machines:

� E(Ns(t)) ≡ The average number of failed machines in the system.

The average number of failed machines in the system is important from the
perspective and interest of management as E(Ns(t)) is an important metric
that represents service quality. The average number of failed machines in the
system is the sum of the failed machines in the queue and the failed machine
in service. Thus, we have;

E(Ns(t)) =

L∑
n=0

nP0,n(t)+

N2−1∑
n=1

nP1,n(t)+

R−1∑
i=2

Ni+1−1∑
n=QR−i+1+1

nPi,n(t)+

L∑
n=Q1+1

nPR,n(t)

(25)

� λeff (t) ≡ The effective failure rate.
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Considering the state dependent failure rate λn and the probability associ-
ated with each state, the effective failure rate is formulated as;

λeff (t) =

L∑
n=0

λnP0,n(t)+

N2−1∑
n=1

λnP1,n(t)+

R−1∑
i=2

Ni+1−1∑
n=QR−i+1+1

λnPi,n(t)+

L∑
n=Q1+1

λnPR,n(t)

(26)

� E(Ws(t)) ≡ The average waiting time of the failed machine in the system.

Little’s formula given by Equation 27 expresses the relationship between the
average number of failed machines in the system E(Ns(t)) and the average
waiting time spent by the failed machine in the system E(Ws(t))

E(Ns(t)) = λeff (t) E(Ws(t)) (27)

Thus, from Equation 27 we compute formulation for E(Ws(t)) as;

E(Ws(t)) =
E(Ns(t))

λeff (t)
(28)

� RY (t) ≡ The system reliability function.

The servers in the queueing model under investigation are considered to be
reliable throughout. But the states, when all the L machines have failed i.e.
P0,L and PR,L , the system will shut down. Thus, the reliability function for
the system is given by;

RY (t) = 1− (P0,L(t) + PR,L(t)) (29)

4. SPECIAL CASES

In this section we deduce some queueing models on control policies, that have
already been studied in published research papers by utilizing the queueing model
of machining system with generalized triadic control policy being discussed in the
present study. For the purpose we assign specific values to some input parameters,
L, M , S, C, R, Qi(1 ≤ i ≤ R− 1), Ni(1 ≤ i ≤ R), α, λ, µ, ϑ and ϱ.

� Case 1 If we take R = 2, [L = M , S = 0, C = 0, α = 0(i.e. no standby
provision)], [ϑ = 0, ϱ = ∞(i.e. no multiple working vacation policy)]and
also take the notations as Q1 = Q, N1 = N , N2 = M , our model reduces to
M/M/2 queueing model with finite capacity L operating under the triadic
(0, Q,N,M) policy. The numerical results depicting variation of E(Ns(t))
and E(Ws(t)) with failure rate λ, service rate µ are in agreement with those
of Kuo-Hsiung Wang and Ya-Ling Wang(2002)[[28]].
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� Case 2 Taking R = 2 , [L = M , S = 0, C = 0, α = 0(i.e. no standby
provision)],and take the notations as Q1 = Q, N1 = N , N2 = M , our
model reduces to M/M/2 multiple working vacation model operating under
the triadic (0, Q,N,M) policy. The trends of E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) with
input parameters depicted from our model are numerically parallel to those
of Teketel Ketema, Seleshi Demie and Melisew Tefera(2021)[[9]].

In the next section, we present results of numerical simulations performed to ana-
lyze the effects of modifying input parameters on the metrics of the system being
studied.

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We demonstrate some numerical simulations within the current section to ex-
amine that impact of changing input parameters on the various metrics of the
system under investigation. The system governing transient-state probabilities
are computed numerically using the Runge-Kutta technique. We have utilized the
ode45 function of the MATLAB software to develop the 4th order Runge-Kutta
algorithm for numerical simulation purposes. Kumar and Jain also [29] adopted
Runge-Kutta’s approach to estimate transient-state probabilities for a redundant
multi-component machining system with two unreliable repairmen operating un-
der a bi-level (N,L) control policy. While performing numerical computations for
this model, R can be assigned any positive integer value. In the present analysis,
all results have been out for R = 2, R = 3 and R = 4. We also conduct a compar-
ative analysis to look at the manner in which the system’s behavior shifts as the
number of servers changes.
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Figure 2: Variation of system probabilities with time. We take R = 4; L =
32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3;λ = 0.4; α = 0.2; µ = 2.0; ϑ = 1.0
and ϱ = 1.2.
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Figure 2 show the variation of state probabilities of the number of failed ma-
chines with time given, R = 4. It has been observed that all of the system state
probabilities starts from zero except from P0,0 which starts from 1. This pattern
observed as a consequence of the initial condition we have defined in Equation 2 for
our model. Thereon these probabilities rises quickly over a short period of time,
and then eventually attain steady-state after some time has elapsed. The pat-
terns of system performance indices have been interpreted in the following manner
predicated by the numerical outcomes:

In Figure 3(a-f) the pattern of the average number of failed machines in the
system E(Ns(t)) and the average waiting time of failed machines in the system
E(Ws(t)) with failure rate λ is observed. As the failure rate λ rises, a growing
number of defective equipments are accumulated in the service facility. Hence,
E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) will rise. Considering the fixed failure rate, we discover
that E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) would keep rising with time. Figure 3(a-f) and Fig-
ure 4(a-f) displays that as time goes on both E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) gradually
increase, but then starts to decline. This behavior results from the fact that there
is higher count of failed machines over time, and when that number hits certain
levels, additional servers must be activated in accordance with the general triadic
policy. As the number of active servers in the system increases, both the average
number of failing machines and their waiting time will decrease. The aforemen-
tioned fact becomes more plainly apparent to the observer with rising R value.

In Figure 4(a-f) the variations in E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) with service rate µ
is depicted. When the server’s service rate spikes, the backlog of failed machines
in the service facility is quickly attended. Consequently, the average number of
failing machines in the system E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) both decline rapidly.

From Figure 5(a-f), we can see that the reliability is inversely related to fail-
ure rate λ and linearly related to service rate µ. In the beginning, there is a
tendency for the number of malfunctioning machines to steadily rise over time,
thereby increasing the likelihood of all L machines experiencing failure. Conse-
quently, the reliability function decreases. The service mechanism of the system
under examination is governed by the generalized triadic policy. As the number of
failed machines increases, the threshold for server activations will also be reached
gradually. This will result in a greater number of active servers in the system and
then the failed devices will require less time to be repaired. The repair service for
failed machines will be promptly provided, resulting in a reduction in the number
of failed machines that have accumulated within the system. This will reduce
the likelihood that all L machines have failed in the system and therefore, the
reliability functioning improves. While the number of failed machines increases
over time, the count of active servers will also increase, resulting in a drop in
the number of failed machines due to repair services. Thus, we notice that the
reliability function declines at first and subsequently improves overtime. In order
to make sense from a logical standpoint, the reliability function is supposed to
be convex. Figure 5(a-f) and Figure 6 demonstrate that the reliability function,
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RY (t) exhibits convex behavior. Because the servers are supposed to be always
reliable in our model, the reliability function never attains zero. Figure 6 illus-
trates that increasing the number of servers in a system improves system reliability.

Table 2–Table 4 displays the variation of E(Ns(t)), E(Ws(t)) and RY (t) with
parameters α , ϑ and ϱ. As the failure rate of warm standby machines (α) increases,
more failed machines will start to pile up in the service facility. This increases the
average number of failed machines E(Ns(t)) as well as their average wait time
E(Ws(t)) in the system. As a result, the system’s reliability function (RY (t))
declines. If the service rate during working vacation (ϑ) increases, the failing
machines will not have to wait for a longer period of time to receive repair service,
and so the number of accumulated machines will start to decrease. This reduces
the average number of failed machines along with their average wait time in the
system, improving system reliability. The duration of working vacation decreases
as the rate of working vacation (ϱ) increases. This allows for keeping the server
available in the servicing facility for a longer period of time. Consequently, the
average number of failed machines E(Ns(t)) along with their average waiting time
E(Ws(t)) in the system decreases, thus increasing system’s reliability function
(RY (t)).
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Figure 3: Time-based variation of E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) with λ. We take L =
32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; α = 0.2; µ = 2.0; ϑ = 1.0 and
ϱ = 1.2.
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Figure 4: Time-based variation of E(Ns(t)) and E(Ws(t)) with µ. We take L =
32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; λ = 0.4; α = 0.2; ϑ = 1.0 and
ϱ = 1.2.
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Figure 5: Time-based variation of RY (t) with failure rate λ and service rate µ.
We take L = 32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; α = 0.2; ϑ = 1.0
and ϱ = 1.2.
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Figure 6: Developments in RY (t) over time as a function of the system’s server
count, R. We take L = 32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; λ = 0.4;
α = 0.2; µ = 2.0; ϑ = 1.0 and ϱ = 1.2.

Table 2: Variation of Performance measures with parameters α for R = 4. We
take R = 4; L = 32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; x = y = 3;λ = 0.4; µ = 2.0;
ϑ = 1.0 and ϱ = 1.2.

α E(Ns(t)) E(Ws(t)) RY (t)

0.2 13.7900963 2.701346851 0.999995981
0.25 13.81069939 2.710845794 0.999995908
0.3 13.83071598 2.720098856 0.999995836
0.35 13.85017197 2.729155015 0.999995764
0.4 13.86909173 2.737982592 0.999995692

Table 3: Variation of Performance measures with parameters ϑ for R = 4. We
take R = 4; L = 32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; x = y = 3;λ = 0.4; µ = 2.0;
α = 0.2 and ϱ = 1.2.

ϑ E(Ns(t)) E(Ws(t)) RY (t)

1 13.7900963 2.701346851 0.999995981
1.1 13.66800323 2.645800659 0.999996451
1.2 13.54590189 2.591550629 0.999996866
1.3 13.42379652 2.538554177 0.999997232
1.4 13.30169155 2.486770739 0.999997555

To compare the data sets shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, we utilize the
statistical hypothesis with Pearson Correlation Coefficient.
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Table 4: Variation of Performance measures with parameters ϱ for R = 4. We
take R = 4; L = 32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; x = y = 3;λ = 0.4; µ = 2.0;
ϑ = 1.0 and α = 0.2.

ϱ E(Ns(t)) E(Ws(t)) RY (t)

0.05 13.7900963 2.701346851 0.999995981
0.07 13.78284181 2.698008717 0.999996066
0.09 13.77568979 2.694722371 0.999996149
0.11 13.76863856 2.691486838 0.999996231
0.13 13.76168649 2.688301165 0.99999631

Hypothesis Test with the Pearson Correlation Coefficient

A statistical measure referred to as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient de-
scribes both the strength and the direction of the linear relationship that exists
between two sets of data associated with the variables x and y. Here variable
x can be one of the parameter among α, ϑ and ϱ and variable y can be one of
the performance metric among E(NS), E(WS) and RY (t). The sample’s Pearson
correlation value is r which is calculated from the sample data. It is an estimate
of the population’s Pearson correlation coefficient, ρ which is unknown.

� Step 1: State Hypotheses and choose the significance level (α)

We begin by outlining the null and alternate hypotheses:

– The null hypothesis states that there is no correlation between the vari-
ables, x and y i.e. H0 : ρ = 0.

– The alternative hypothesis claims that the variables x and y do have a
significant correlation i.e. H1 : ρ ̸= 0.

We employ a significance level of 5%.

� Step 2: Compute the values of sample correlation (r) and the test Statistic (t)

We use the formula given in Equation 30 and calculate the sample correlation(r)
values, displayed in Table 5

r =
1

n− 1

∑
k

(
xk − x̄

σx

)(
yk − ȳ

σy

)
(30)

where, n: Sample size
x̄, ȳ: Estimates of the population mean.
σx, σy: Estimates of the population standard deviation.
Table 6 gives the test statistics i.e. t−values which are computed using the
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formula given in Equation 31.

t =
r

Sr
, (31)

where,

Sris the estimated standard error in r given by, Sr =

√
1− r2

n− 2

Table 5: Pearson correlation co-efficient (r) evaluated for variables (α, ϑ, ϱ) and
(E(Ns(t)), E(Ws(t)), RY (t))

Performance Metrics
E(Ns(t)) E(Ws(t)) RY (t)

P
ar
am

et
er α 0.999859 0.999899 -1

ϑ -1 -0.9999 0.997301
ϱ -1 -0.99996 0.999904

Table 6: Test statistics t−values evaluated corresponding to Pearson cor-
relation co-efficient values given in Table 5 for variables (α, ϑ, ϱ) and
(E(Ns(t)), E(Ws(t)), RY (t))

Performance Metrics
E(Ns(t)) E(Ws(t)) RY (t)

P
ar
am

et
er α 103.0264 121.8577 -809.045

ϑ -844403.5 -125.209 25.52684
ϱ -84403.4 -187.88 125.0564

� Step 3: Calculate the p-value

The probability value, denoted as p, represents the likelihood of observ-
ing the given t-value under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true.
We calculate the p−value corresponding to the observed test statistic by re-
ferring to t-distribution with n − 2 degrees of freedom. Table 7 shows the
p-values calculated in association with test statistics given in Table 6.
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Table 7: p-values evaluated using test statistic t-values given in Table 6 for degree
of freedom, df = 3

Performance Metrics
E(Ns(t)) E(Ws(t)) RY (t)

P
ar
am

et
er α 0.00000202 0.00000122 0

ϑ 0 0.00000112 0.000132
ϱ 0 0 0.00000113

� Step 2: Make the decision and draw the conclusion

We utilize the p-value in order to make decisions regarding the hypothesis
specified in the beginning.

– From the Table 7, we observe that the p-value is less than the chosen sig-
nificance level 0.05 in each case. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected in
favor of the alternative hypothesis. We conclude that sufficient evidence
exists to demonstrate that x and y have a significant linear relationship
as the correlation coefficient deviates significantly from zero.

– After confirming the validity of the alternative hypothesis and determin-
ing that the correlation is not equal to zero, we proceeded to examine
the correlation coefficient values as presented in Table 5. When the ob-
served values of r are close to -1, it signifies a negative correlation. This
implies that as the variable x increases, the variable y decreases. When
the observed values of the correlation coefficient r are close to 1, it sug-
gests a positive correlation, meaning that as the variable x increases,
the variable y also tends to increase.

Consequently, the statistical hypothesis test validated the findings that we had
drawn from the data presented in Table 2–Table 4. These findings may be summed
up as follows:

� The average number of failed machines, E(Ns(t)) tends to increase as the
failure rate of standby machines, α increases. However, it demonstrates an
inverse relationship with both the working vacation rate ϱ and the service
rate during working vacation ϑ.

� The average waiting time of failed machines in the system, E(Ws(t)) in-
creases linearly with the failure rate of standby machines, α. However,
E(Ws(t)) varies inversely with both the working vacation rate ϱ and the
service rate during working vacation ϑ.

� As the working vacation rate, ϱ and the service rate during working vacation
ϑ, increase, there is an increase in RY (t).
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6. ADAPTIVE NEURO-FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM (ANFIS)

Based on the results obtained from our numerical simulation, it has been ob-
served that the failure rate, λ and the service rate, µ have a substantial influence
on the performance metrics of the system. However, both λ and µ are variable
parameters that are associated with uncertainty. The utilization of fuzzy sets
provides a practical approach for addressing imprecision in a given context. In
the present section, the neuro-fuzzy approach has been implemented for perform-
ing the numerical assessment for various queueing indices of redundant machining
systems, in particular when input parameters are not crisp. In this ANFIS tech-
nique, we input the training and testing dataset. The input training dataset is
first fuzzy-tuned followed by ANFIS training and then ANFIS testing. After test-
ing is finished, we evaluate the training results. We gather the Runge-kutta input
data and then use ANFIS techniques using the MATLAB software to estimate it.
The variables λ and µ are fuzzy-tuned utilizing the gaussian membership function.
Figure 8 displays the fuzzification of λ and µ by assigning the linguistic values,
displayed in Table 8, to membership functions corresponding to the input param-
eters λ and µ. The training algorithm employs a hybrid approach, combining the
least-square and backpropagation gradient descent techniques, to effectively model
the training dataset.

In Figure 7– Figure 10, we demonstrate the impact of input parameters λ
and µ on the performance metrics of the system. We then proceed to compare
the numerical results computed with the Runge-Kutta method, depicted by a
continuous line, with the neuro-fuzzy results, represented by tick marks. It is worth
noting that all the numerical results obtained using the Runge-Kutta approach are
substantially consistent with those obtained using the ANFIS technique.

Table 8: Linguistic values of the membership functions for input parameter λ and
µ

Linguistic values of the membership functions for input parameter
Input variable Number of membership functions Linguistic valuues

Very low
Low

Filure rate of operating machine, λ 5 Average
High

Very high

Very low
Low

Service rate in normal busy mode, µ 5 Average
High

Very high
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Figure 7: Membership functions for input parameters (a) λ (b) µ.
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Figure 8: Variation of E(Ns(t)) with (a) λ (b) µ for varying R. We take L =
32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; α = 0.2; ϑ = 1.0 and ϱ = 1.2.
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Figure 9: Variation of E(Ws(t)) with (a) λ (b) µ for varying R. We take L =
32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; α = 0.2; ϑ = 1.0 and ϱ = 1.2.
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Figure 10: Variation of RY (t) with (a) λ (b) µ for varying R. We take L =
32; M = 28; C = 1; S = 3; Q1 = 9; τ = γ = 3; α = 0.2; ϑ = 1.0 and ϱ = 1.2.

7. THE OUTCOMES AND MANAGERIAL INFERENCE

This section highlights the findings acquired through numerical simulation and
sensitivity analysis. A broad spectrum of managerial consequences and insights
are provided in relation to the examined data and statistical findings. The system
investigators can capitalize on these insights to their strategic advantage. Our
exhibited technique is feasible for the manufacturing, electronic, communication,
and hospitality industries, among others.

� As anticipated, the average number of failed units in the system (E(Ns(t))
rises in proportion to the failure rate of the operating machines, λ and the
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failure rate of the warm standby machines, α. However the average num-
ber of failed units exhibits an inverse relationship with the increase in the
service rate during the regular busy period µ, the service rate during work-
ing vacation period ϑ and the working vacation rate ϱ. Understanding the
impact of various system parameters on average number of failed machines
will contribute to help system engineers and design professionals to regu-
late queueing characteristics while constructing a generalized triadic policy
machine repair model with multiple working vacations.

� The average waiting time of a failed machine in a system (E(Ws(t))) rises
as the failure rate of operating units λ and the failure rate of the warm
standby machines, α rises, whereas it falls when the service rates µ (service
rate during regular busy period) and ϑ (service rate during working vacation
period) rises. This finding is consistent with realistic scenarios.

� The reliability function (RY (t)) initially exhibits convexity with the failure
rates of the operating unit (λ), failure rate of the standby unit(α) and the
service rate during regular busy period( µ), service rate during working vaca-
tion period (ϑ). But eventually the reliability achieves the steady-state with
the passage of time. The reliability of the system is proportional to work-
ing vacation rate, ϱ. These findings offer insight regarding how to enhance
the reliability of the system through assigning adequate values to different
system parameters.

� Findings indicate that when the number of servers (R) in a system increases,
the average number of failed units in the system will decrease, as will the
average waiting time of a failed machine in a system. Likewise, it has been
seen that increasing the number of servers in the system improves system
reliability. These observations are in line with the real facts.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper has successfully generalized the concept of triadic control policy for
multi-server machine repair problem. The adoption of several working vacations
and mixed standbys has rendered the system more realistic. This generalization
work of triadic policy will be very useful to the researchers in finding various pub-
lished research related to the triadic policy. The Runge-Kutta’s technique is imple-
mented to conduct a numerical analysis for the average number of failed machines
in the system, the average waiting time for failed machines, and the system’s reli-
ability function. Moreover the performance indicators may be valuable to system
organizers and decision-makers. The numerical simulation for various numerous
performance indicators demonstrate that Runge-Kutta’s computational technique
is practical. Statistical hypothesis testing using Pearson correlation coefficient has
been carried out to compare the results presented in table. Furthermore, we gener-
alized the notion of triadic policy, constructed various system performance metrics
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and gave a comparison results research for Runge-Kutta’s and ANFIS methodolo-
gies in this study. The current study has constraints because it only studies the
transient behavior; however, the model could benefit from a steady-state analysis
to provide more insightful comprehension long run behavior. The research might
potentially take into account a variety of server scenarios. Non-Markovian queue-
ing models can be investigated further by including impatient behavior, server
unreliability. Following that we may provide a cost analysis study for machine
repair problems under generalized triadic policy. This multi-server redundant ma-
chine repair problem can be further enhanced by incorporating additional realistic
factors, such as the impatience exhibited by failed machines and the inherent un-
reliability of servers. The present study could also be conducted by considering
heterogeneous servers as an alternative to homogeneous servers.
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